This isn’t your traditional lecture series.

This diverse group of speakers will broaden your awareness and expose you to elements of learning you can’t find in the classroom.
March 6
JUDGE GLENGA HATCHETT
Best known for her revolutionary “interventions,” she is widely respected for her work with today’s youth, which not only sets her apart from other judges, but also establishes her as a leader in the justice system nationwide.

October 18
KEMBA SMITH
The fast life led to a relationship with a physically abusive drug dealer boyfriend and a federal prison term of 24 ½ years. Thanks to President Clinton’s pardon she shares her story.

February 7
GENERAL RUSSEL HONORE’
On the scene of disaster from the devastation on the Gulf Coast left by Hurricane Katrina in 2005, Honore’ stepped in to take charge and restore order and hope to New Orleans.

September 20
CHUCK D.
Having delivered a powerful articulation of the realities facing black people in the late twentieth century, the leader of rap group Public Enemy continues to write prolifically on politics, race, technology and more.